


in DM 









Jackson's zones of burn:

Viable cells; reversible

Coagulative necrosis; dead tissue; irreversible

Majority of resus. and fluid intake 
would  play a major role; reversible



+ inc. leakage

in severe cases 





leading to increased 
incidence of shock



most common

minor, moderate and major burns

Electrical, chemical etc. 







for peds.





just like tanning 

analgesia and moisturizers 









+ analgesia 
for the pain

Delay in treatment (more than 7-10 days) leads 
to this; the earlier the better 

insensate; due to 
disruption of nerve 
endings 





this has both 1st and 2nd degree (superficial and deep) burns 





Full thickness 3rd degree



3rd degree

2nd degree

3rd degree 
surrounded by 
2nd







full thickness (dee[)



Hx:
- How (mechanism)
- When
- Duration of exposure
- Pain and sensation





recover the patient

with normal saline; unless there is a known antidote.
Acid -> NS, alkaline -> NS





start IV fluids ASAP



the doc went through it



Requires a high index of suspicion







- Pregnant ladies



full thickness burn over the 
chest that has altered this 
pt’s ventilation





if there is any 
evidence of 
circumferential 
burn

within 7-10 days



to monitor urine output and, hence, adequate hydration



crystalloid is preferred in the first 24 hrs



N.B

these are calculated from the time of injury not admission

Most commonly used formula







or the urea and uric acid

so extra fluids need to be given

more likely to develop 
rhabdomyolysis 





especially in burns involving the knees and elbows



only when there is a +ve 
culture not only colonization

change the dressing every 24-48 hrs



in DM and in pts with other comorbidities 



and methemoglobinemia 



* an incision is made from normal skin to another; bypassing the full thickness burn

*

from the excessive IV fluid











Contains the epidermis and only the 
superficial part of the dermis.

Contains the epidermis and the entire dermis.

The remaining dermis (of the donor) is still 
there, so the granulation would happen in 
this area and skin will replicate.

No chance of having new skin so you 
need to proximate the donor’s skin to 
close it. 

Can be taken from any part of the donor’s body.
The same area can be used after 14 days.
Only disadvantage: higher (secondary) contracture rate.

Any part as well; it is used for the recipient’s 
face to avoid patchiness and contracture.













Primary contracture of a harvested skin graft. This is common in the full thickness skin graft while secondary 
contracture (after application) is more common in split thickness graft. 













In high voltage burns there is a high chance of rhabdomyolysis; kidney failure.






























